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Sow Farrowing Crate 

 

You Can Rest Assured To Buy Customized 

Cason® Sow Farrowing Crate From Us. The Sow 

Farrowing Crate Is A Large Crate Offering 

Optimum Space For The Modern Large Sized 

Breeding Sows, The Outside Bent Lower Tubers 

Offer More Space And Therefore A Spacious Rest 

Area, This Way The Sow Is Comfortable And Will 

Thus Farrow Quietly Without Being Bothered By 

Obstacles Such As Fingers From Finger Crates 

Etc. 

 

 

Product Description 

You are welcomed to come to our factory to buy the latest selling, low price, and 

high-quality Cason® Sow Farrowing Crate. We recruit passionate and dedicated 

technicians, who not only enjoy their career, but continue to train and grow their skills 

year-round. Constant training and education enables us to stay on top of industry trends，

so we can offer top notch services every time you need us. 

 

Buy Cason® Sow Farrowing Crate which Can be Customized From Our Factory 

Called casonmetalproduct 

 

The Cason® Sow Farrowing Crate is a large crate offering optimum space for the modern 

large sized breeding sows, the outside bent lower tubers offer more space and therefore a 

spacious rest area, this way the sow is comfortable and will thus farrow quietly without 

being bothered by obstacles such as fingers from finger crates etc.Our firm aims to 

operating faithfully, serving to all of our consumers , and working in new technology and 

new machine continually for OEM/ODM China China Pig Farming Equipment Farrowing 

Crate, With a wide range, top quality, acceptable charges and great assistance, we are 

going to be your finest business partner. We welcome new and previous prospects from 

all walks of lifetime to get in touch with us for upcoming small business interactions and 

accomplishing mutual achievement! OEM/ODM China China Pig Farming Farrowing 

Crate, Crates, Our company adheres to the spirit of "lower costs, higher quality, and 

making more benefits for our clients". Employing talents from the same line and adhering 

to the principle of "honesty, good faith, real thing and sincerity", our company hopes to 

gain common development with clients from both at home and abroad! 

 

Product Parameter (Specification)  

Size :  size available 
 

Packing way Pallet 
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material Pipe 2-2.5mm thickness 

warranty 2 years 
 

 

Product Feature And Application  

1：The surface of Sow Farrowing Crate was treated by hot-dip galvanization with uniform 

coating, which give the crate long service life. 

2：The width of the crate could be adjustable, which make it flexible to different size of the 

sows. 

3. The height of anti-pressure bar can be adjusted as the piglets growing, to make sure it 

can protect the piglets all the time. 

4：The feeder can be rotated, which make it easy to clean 

5：There is a hole on the rear cast iron slat to clear the manure. 

6：The creep feeder, the water bowl, the incubator and heating pad, etc., all these help to 

take care of the piglets well. 

 

Product Details  

 
 

Product Qualification  
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving  

The lead time is 30 days upon got your order. 

Payment: we could discuss together 

The shipping way: ocean 

 

FAQ 

1.Q:How far is your factory from the airport? 
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A:It will take 15 minutes from our company to Airport and take one half houre from our 

company to seaport. 

 

2.Q:Do you provide sample? Free or charge? 

A:we offer one pcs sample for free. 

 

3.Q:What is your MOQ? 

A:Our MOQ is 10 pcs. 

4.Q:Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 

A:We are Sow Farrowing Crate manufacturer. 

 

5.Q:How long is your delivery time? 

A:Our lead time is one month. 

 

 

 

 

 


